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Introduction
• Electron and positron beams stored in last generation circular accelerators, both used as light 

sources and as colliders, need power diagnostics systems to evaluate and to characterize the 
behaviour of the stored charges. These are gathered in bunches of the order of 10^9 – 10^13 
particles showing usually shapes that in first approximation are Gaussian in the three dimensions. 
The bunches run through the vacuum chamber at light speed in h equilibrium points (called buckets) 
to maintain the synchronous phase with the strong  RF (radio frequency)  sinusoidal fields restoring 
every turn the lost beam energy. The h number is called harmonic and it is given by the ratio 
between the RF frequency and the ring revolution frequency.

• Many diagnostics systems allow the accelerator physicists to check the beam performance driving 
the working conditions towards the desired goals in terms of e-/e+ total stored currents, beam 
shapes and dimensions, transverse and longitudinal positions. Toroidal magnetic tools, electrostatic 
pickups, electromagnetic striplines or cavities, and synchrotron light monitors are the usual and in 
large part commercial devices used to know how many charges are in the ring, how they are 
distributed in the buckets, how much the bunches are unstable or misshaped for coupled bunch 
oscillations due to Coulomb's force and ring vacuum chamber impedance.

• The achievement of higher luminosity for the colliders or  lower emittance for the synchrotron light 
source, needs to control at the best the beam characteristics and to identify any not foreseen 
behaviours. The diagnostics role is hence fundamental and always new tools need to be planned 
and put under investigations to follow the accelerator physicist requests. Furthermore it is important 
to note that while the beam diagnostics is based on  turnkey and mature technologies, on the 
contrary the bunch-by-bunch diagnostics has state-of-art applications showing promising 
development perspective.



  

The abc: light from storage rings
● As well known, in a storage ring (like the e- DAFNE main ring) the beam, 

under the bending force of magnetic fields, looses energy (few keV in 
DAFNE) emitting the so called synchrotron light.

● Depending by the ring energy, the photons are spread in a large wavelength 
range but, due to the restoring radiofrequency (RF) field, they are always 
packed in photon bunches replicating the particle bunches.

● More precisely the RF signal has usually a sinusoidal shape with a 
frequency based on the ring lenght and the harmonic number.

● The RF sinusoidal field forces the charge to be distributed within a bucket as 
a gaussian or almost-gaussian bunch oscillating around an equilibrium point 
called synchronous phase.

● Diagnostic systems made by different technologies can be designed to 
evaluate the stored bunch pattern as well as the single bunch property.

● Goal of this lesson is to evaluate a simple infrared detector.



  

DAFNE has two 
infrared 
beamlines: 
SINBAD, from the 
electron stored 
beam (here we 
are);

3+L, from the 
positron stored 
beam, inside 
DAFNE hall: it 
cannot be visited 
during DAFNE 
operations.



  

Some number on DAFNE:

Harmonic number H=120

RF frequency=368.667MHz

Revolution Frequency = 
RF/H=368.667/120=3.072MHz

Pattern usually injected: from 
bunch 1 to 103, with a gap of 
17 empty buckets.

The gap is necessary to avoid 
the ion trapping.



  

The 3+L beamline with HV (High Vacuum) 
chamber before the installation 

of the optical table and the 5 mirrors



  

The source of SR light from e+ beam

zinc- selenium window for infrared photons



  

The 3+L layout is designed considering 
the small available space

silica
mirror
in 
place 
of
gold



  

3+L beamline completely installed

● On the left a 
special 2D 
detector with 
2x32 pixels is 
placed (it is 
green and 
circular)



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

What we use



  



  

Hg-Cd-Te detector 
(Mercury-Cadmium-Tellurium)

on a GaAs layer
● The PC-λopt (λopt - optimal wavelength in 

micrometers) feature IR photoconductive 
detector.

● This series is easy to use, no cooling or 
heatsink needed. The devices are 
optimized for the maximum performance 
at λopt. Cut-on wavelength is limited by 
GaAs transmittance (~0.9 µm). Bias is 
needed to operate photocurrent. 
Performance at low frequencies (<20 kHz) 
is reduced due to 1/f noise. Highest 
performance and stability are achieved by 
application of variable gap (HgCd)Te 
semiconductor, optimized doping and 
sophisticated surface processing.

● Standard detectors are available in TO39 
or BNC packages without windows. 
Various windows, other packages and 
connectors are available upon request.



  



  

Schematics



  

Bias-Tee



  



  

Data from DAFNE e- beam



  

3 bunches
in 

longitudinal
by IR 

detection

Linearity
of the 

detector



  

Frequency domain by IR detector
● Upper figure: 

longitudinal 
feedback off 
and the beam 
shows 
synschrotron 
sidebands

● Second plot: 
longitudinal 
feedback on, 
no 
synchrotron 
sidebands



  



  



  

2x32 pixel detector



  

2x16 pixel detector



  



  

● This is the pcb 
(printed circuit 
board) where the 
2x16 pixel is 
placed



  



  

● This is the timing 
module with 8 
delay lines to 
deskew the 
sampling frequency 
(368 Mhz) for each 
pixel



  

FPGA acquisition system



  



  

Ready to get beam data ?
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